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Khmer Alphabet Book Launch at Sipar Books

* Khmer Alphabet Book launch at Sipar Books - Srey Sreang, Vichet Rosy, Khim Roha, So Sopheak, Riel Sreyn

* Sipar Books: Srey Sreang, Sipon Sreang and Srey Vuthy

* Sipar Books: Kirthprom Prum
Factory libraries push literacy

Sean Teahan

In an effort to encourage literacy among garment factory workers, the Garment Manufacturers Association in Cambodia (GMAC) and NGO Sipar are working together to open libraries in 15 factories in the Kingdom in the next three years.

Sipar first launched the project as a pilot program about a year ago, opening libraries in three factories across Phnom Penh and Siem Reap. Sipar director Hok Sothik said yesterday GMAC has partnered with them for the full-scale project, which will last until at least July of 2018.

“We call them library resource centres,” Sothik said. “Because we try to put there not only books, but also materials related to different problems related to topics including health and hygiene.”

GMAC secretary-general Ken Loo could not be reached for comment yesterday.

The total budget of the project amounts to about $40,000, according to a Sipar project summary. Half the budget will be paid by Sipar, and the other half by the French Development Agency (AFD).

Each of the additional factories expected to join the project in the next three years will be required to have at least two staffers trained with Sipar to help workers who cannot read, Sothik said.

Books and other materials at the libraries will largely cater to people with limited reading skills, as many garment workers are from rural areas and received little to no formal education as a child. Using simple books will also enable workers to quickly read on their lunch breaks.

The idea of placing libraries in garment factories is a good one, because it will make information about health and hygiene more accessible for garment workers.

GMAC’s involvement in it may keep out literature about Cambodia’s labour law and labour unions, he said.

In addition, Preston said, illiterate workers may find it difficult to find time to learn to read, since they tend to be most concerned with making enough money to support their families.

“They have a limited amount of time,...they have other priorities,” Preston said.

To find the time to learn to read is extremely difficult for people who are in that position.”

employees there, said Joel Presto, a consultant at the Community Legal Education Center (CLEC). However, Preston noted a concern that
Book Launch

Saturday 12th September 2015, at 9 a.m.
At Phnom Tamao Wildlife Rescue Centre
Takeo Province

Plus activities with children

For more information:
Noun Molana-Mills
Tel: +855 052 397 908
molana.noun@ispacam.org
www.jsparkbooks.com
Sihar Books
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Sipar នឹង Total ប្រការការការងារ
ក្នុងរដ្ឋាភិបាលប្រទេសកម្ពុជា

Fri, 18 December 2015

ព័ត៌មាន: ម្របៃន វិជ្ជម័ន សមុទ្រ អោងេង សុភីត សែន កោសុវត្ថិភាព ផ្ទៃទីក្នុងកម្ពុជា

Sipar សើមសម្រាប់អោយផ្នែកការងាររបស់ប្រការសំរាប់ក្រុមហ៊ុន Total នៅក្នុងរដ្ឋាភិបាលប្រទេសកម្ពុជា។ ច្រើនប្រការ ប្រការវាយតម្លៃមួយក្រុមហ៊ុន Total នៅក្នុងអារម្មណ៍កាលពីឆ្នាំ 1952 ហើយប្រការវាយតម្លៃមួយក្រុមហ៊ុន Total ក្នុងរដ្ឋាភិបាលប្រទេសកម្ពុជាពីឆ្នាំ 2003 មក។

ក្រុមហ៊ុន Total សំដៅនៅក្នុងការប្រការការងារនេះដែលប្រការ Sipar ប្រការវាយតម្លៃមួយក្រុមហ៊ុន Total នៅក្នុងរដ្ឋាភិបាលប្រទេសកម្ពុជា។ អោងេង សែន កោសុវត្ថិភាព ផ្ទៃទីសិក្សាយកសារពីការប្រការការងារនេះហើយអោងេង សែន កោសុវត្ថិភាព ផ្ទៃទីបានសរសេរស្អប់ប្រការ Sipar ប្រការវាយតម្លៃមួយក្រុមហ៊ុន Total នៅក្នុងរដ្ឋាភិបាលប្រទេសកម្ពុជា។

Contact author: វិជ្ជម័ន សុភីត សែន

Sipar កំពុងធ្វើប្រការអោយផ្នែកការងាររបស់ប្រការសំរាប់ក្រុមហ៊ុន Total នៅក្នុងរដ្ឋាភិបាលប្រទេសកម្ពុជា។
Garment Factory Turns Page with New Library

Wong Yean Chao

A woman who has never seen a library before has now opened a branch in a garment factory where she works. She was not even aware that books existed.
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